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ABSTRACT
The number of equine farms is increasing in Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states.
These farms may influence environmental and water quality because of manure
collection, storage. spreading. and disposal practices. A manure management
survey was mailed to 2,000 New Jersey
equine farms during the winter of 2006
to 2007. Of the 2,000 surveys sent, 472
were returned: 18.5% were from training
or performance farms, and the remainder (81.57c) were from breeding. boardira], or pleasure farms. Fifty-four percent
of all farms spread manure arm their
farms. Of those who spread manure, only
27% had more than 8.09 ha (20 acres)
available for spreading. Seventy-four
percent had a designated area for manure
storage. Eighty-three percent said their
manure storage was greater than 61 m
(200 ft) from water or wetlands, and
86% said storage was greater than. 61
rn (200 ft) from neighbors. Data were
modeled to determine the relationship between manure storage or manure spreading and other management practices.
The storage model showed that farms

'Corresponding author: Westendorf@
aesop.rutgers.edu

with 6 to 10 horses were more likely to
have storage facilities than farms not
included in the 'model. This model had a
predictive accuracy of 88.9% and an
of 0.95 (P < 0.01). The manure spreading model showed that those who spread
manure were also likely to credit manure
for its fertilizer value. The spreading
model had an overall predictive accuracy
of 95.5% and an R2 of 0.795 (P < 0.01).
These results indicate that although most
equine farms did not pose a direct risk to
water quality or to a neighbor, most do
not currently use best management practices in manaqrnq, spreadiriq, or storing
'manure.
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INTRODUCTION
The equine industr y represents the
largest animal industry in New Jersey.
with 42.500 horses on 7.200 properties
(New Jersey Equine Industr y, 2007).
Approximately 89,840 ha (222.000
acres) of farmland are devoted to
equine and equine-related production
(New Jersey Equine Industry, 2007).
Rutgers Cooperative Extension staff

deliver manure management programs
to horse producers in New Jersey,
including comprehensive assistance
focused on all aspects of manure management and nutrient, plonrnng. The
State of New Jersey has recently coinpleted guidelines for nutrient management oii New Jersey farms. These
guidelines require the development
of nutrient management plans on all
farms with 8 or more animal units
(1 animal unit = 4.55 kg or 1.000 11)
BW). This rule received final approval
I)v the New Jersey Department of Agriculture on March 16, 2009: the New
Jersey equine industr y will he affected
by these rules. According to the New
Jersey Equine Industr y (2007) 7 29%
of the 7.200 equine farms in the state
have 8 or more animal units. This
means that more than 2.000 of these
farnis will have to develop these management plans.
Manure management is the subject of 2 recent surve ys of the equine
industry (Swinker and Johnson, 1995:
National Animal Health Monitoring System, 2005). These 2 studies
focused oii manure storage and disposal practices. Swinker and Johnson
(1995) found that for confined horses
in Colorado. most manure was either
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stockpiled or fresh spread. Stockpiled
manure was saved for spreading or
was hauled away. The National Animal Health Monitoring System (2005)
survey was a nationwide survey of
horse farms that indicated more than
60% of operations disposed of ritanure by applying it to fields (37.6%
on grazing fields, 25.5% where no
livestock graze). The objective of this
survey was to determine managernent practices on New Jersey horse
farms. develop a profile of what wellmanaged farms are doing. and target
future programs for education.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A survey to assess current manure
management practices was mailed
to 2,000 New Jersey equine property
owners in the winter of 2006 to 2007.
A modified Dilman (1978) survey
methodology was followed, which
included an initial mailing, followed
by a 3-wk reminder postcard, and a
second copy of the survey at 6 wk.
The initial mailing and the 6-wk copy
included a stamped, addressed return
envelope. Surveys were mailed by the
New Jersey Department of Agriculture (T. Joshua, State Agriculture
Statistician) to farmland tax-assessed
farms in 6 New Jersey counties
(Burlington, Hunterdon, Moninouth,
Salem. Somerset, and Sussex). These
counties were selected because they
are the leading New Jersey counties
for equine production (New Jersey
Equine Industry, 2007). The survey
list came from tax assessment records
because these reflect the most accurate estimate of New Jersey equine
farms. The records do not include all
farms with horses, but onl y those that
qualify for consideration as farms that
receive lower tax assessment rates.
The chief qualification for lowered
rates is at least $1000 of farm income
in any calendar year. This list was
chosen because of the accessibility
of the farms (the smallest farms are
very difficult to find) and the ease of
conducting the survey using the office
of the State Agriculture Statistician.
Excluding surveys returned because
of inaccurate addresses, a response
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rate of 24% (n = 472) was achieved
(323 returns were required to show
a population difference at the 95%
confidence interval).
Surveyrecipients were asked questions (Figure 1) related to best management practices. These included
the number of horses, pasture acreage, type of operation, demographics,
of the owner or manager. manure
storage and management practicc<
manure spreading on the farm or on
nearby acreage. soil testing, pasture
management practices, and protection
of the environment.
Selected variables and data were
used to develop 2 statistical models
to determine the relationship between
farm demographics, manure stor-

age arid spreading practices. and the
implementation of best management
practices. The models and the variable are described in Table 1. These
variables were selected because they
represent components of equine best
management practices. Not all categories of horse numbers or manure
management were included because
they did not contribute to the statistical model. Only discrete variables
were included iii the analysis.
All data were analyzed using the
LOGIT regression model (SAS Institute. 1996), which is often used when
the dependent variable is binar.
The maximum likelihood estimation
method was used to estimate paun-

I low manv horses do you own/care for?
a) 13 0 b)a 1-2 c) 171 3-5 d) 171 6-10 c) 13 11-20 f) El 21-40 g)a >40
2. Describe your type of farm (primary use-pick one only).
a) a Breeding b) a Training c) 0 Boarding d) a Performance c) a Pleasure
f) a Other (Please describe:
3. 1 low many hectares (acres) of pasture are used for the above horses?
a) a 0.4 to 0.81 (Ito 2) b) D 1.21 to 2.02(3 to 5) c) D 2.43 to 4.05(6 to 10)
d) a 4.45 to 8.09(11 to 20) e) a 8.5 to 16.9 (21 to 40) f) a >16.9 (40)
4. If you spread the manure generated on your farm, approximatel y how many hectares
(acres) do you have available to spread on?
a) a 0.4 to 0.81 (1 to 2 ) b) a 1.21 to 2.02(3 to 5) c) a 2.43 to 4.05(6 to 10)
d) a 4.45 to 8.09 (II to 20) e) a 8.5 to 16.9 (211040) 1) a >16.9 (40)
5. How man y hours per day do your animals spend inside (in stalls, locked in the barn,
etc.)? (Circle one.)
a)a 0-4 b)a 5-8 )a 9-12 d) El 13)6 e) D 17-20 t) C7 21-24
6. What is your main source of information for the management of your farm? (Rank top
three.)
a) D Feed dealer b) a Rutgers cooperative extension c) a Other retailer
d) a Trade magazines c) a Other horse owners 1) a Internet
g) a Other (Describe:
farm? 7a. is it covered?
7. Do you have a designated area for manure storage oil
8. For how long does manure remain on the storage pile before removal?
a) a <3 months b) a 3-6 months c) a 6-9 months d) a 9-12 months
e) a 1-2 years f) a >2 years
9. Do you compost horse manure?
10. Do you dispose of manure oIl'- l'arm?
11. Do you use a dry lot area on your farm?
own farm?
12. Do you spread manure oil
13. Do you use manure as a fertilizer to meet crop needs?
14. Do you test soils to determine crop nutrient needs before spreading manure?
15. Do you drag (using a harrow) any of the fields that are grazed to break up manure piles
and make nutrients more available?
16. Gender:
17. Age:
IS. Highest level of education:
19.Your ethnicity:
20.a) a White h) EI African American c) a Hispanic/Latino d) 0 American
Indian/Alaska Native e) 0 Asian I) 0 Native hawaiian and other Pacific g) a Other
21.Annual income category of your household bethre taxes.

Figure 1. Selected questions froin the survey sent to New Jersey equine producers.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the manure spreading and storage models from the New Jersey equine survey
Spreading

Storage
Respondents,'
Frequency'

Item
Those who have 1 to 5 horses
Those who have 6 to 10 horses
Those raising horses for pleasure
Those who have 2.43 to 4.05 ha of pasture
Those who have 4.05 to 8.09 ha of pasture
Those who have ^!8.09 ha of pasture
Those who spread manure on 0.4 to 2.02 ha
Those who spread manure on 2.43 to 4.05 ha
Those whose horses spend 0 to 4 h/d indoors in stalls
Those whose horses spend 5 to 9 h/d indoors in stalls
Those whose horses spend 10 to 12 h/d day stalled indoors
Those who get educational information from Rutgers Cooperative
Extension
Those who get educational information from trade magazines
Those who clean their horse stalls daily
Those who cover their manure pile
Those who dispose of manure off site
Those who use a dry lot area for horses
Those who credit manure as fertilizer in cropping systems
Those who soil test their fields
Those who drag fields to break up manure piles
Those who are female
Those who have a 2- or 4-yr college degree
Those with a postgraduate degree
Those with income between $50,000 and $100,000
Those with income between $100,000 and $149,000
Those with income above $150,000 dollars

Respondents,
Frequency

0.55
0.19
0.43
0.29
0.25
0.19
0.25
0.27
0.48
0.15
0.24
0.31

92
92
80
92
92
92
54
54
89
89
89
87

0.55
0.19
0.43
0.29
0.25
0.19
0.24
0.28
0.49
0.15
0.24
0.31

94
94
82
93
93
93
55
55
90
90
90
88

0.44
0.70
0.13
0.39
0.48
0.32
0.31
0.75
0.52
0.45
0.26
0.28
0.24
0.27

87
75
83
32
84
78
86
88
90
89
89
81
81
81

0.44
0.70
0.13
0.39
0.47
0.31
0.32
0.75
0.52
0.45
0.26
0.28
0.24
0.26

88
74
82
33
84
78
86
89
91
90
90
82
82
82

'Frequency (no.) of positive responses.
'Percentage of total responses answering that question.

etcrs (Gujarati. 1992: Singer et al.
1999. 2002).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Descriptive Data
Of those respoiidiiig to the survey.
18.5% raised horses on training or
performance farms: the remainder
(81.5%) were from breeding. training.
or pleasure farms (see Table 2). More
than 50% of farms had 5 or fewer
horses: only 11.8% had more than 20
horses. There were 56.5% of farms
that had 405 ha or less, and only
18.6% had more than 8.09 ha. These
farms would all be defined as small
farms and may, pose different environmental challenges than other farms.

Of all the farms. 54% indicated they
spread manure on their farmland,
and 74% indicated that they have a
designated area for storing manure
(Table 3). The manure spreading rate
was highest on farms with 20 horses
or fewer (Table 4). Rate of manure
spreading decreased on farms with
more than 20 horses and with more
than 8.09 ha (Tables 1 and 5)
The trend for manure storage was
for more farms having greater than
8.09 ha to have storage areas compared with farms with less than 8.09
ha (Table 5). Farms with more horses
also had more storage; 94% of farms
with more than 20 horses had storage, 84% of farms with 6 to 20 horses
had storage. and only 64% of farms
with 5 horses or fewer had storage
(Table 4). Greater numbers of larger

farms. both horses and acreage. had
manure storage areas but a lowem' rate
of manure spreading. More farms that
stored manure disposed of their manure by having it trucked off the farm
rather than by spreading manure.
The LOGIT models, to he presented
later, showed that there was a positive correlation (P < 0.05) between
manure storage and off-farm disposal
and a negative correlat ion (P < 0.01)
between manure spreading on their
own acreage or on nearby acreage and
off-farm disposal.
Farm operations (breeding. boarding. pleasure, training, and performance) that had adopted manure
spreading had rates of 47 to 59%
(Table 6). Performance farms had the
lowest rate of manure storage. The
reason for this difference is unclear.
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Table 2. Type of operation,
number of horses, and size of
farm on New Jersey equine
survey farms'
Item
Type of equine
operation
Breeding
Boarding
Pleasure
Training
Performance
Size of farm
No. of horses
1 to 2
3 to 5
6 to 10
11 to 20
21 to 40
>40
No. of hectares
(acres)
0.4 to 0.81 (1 to 2)
1.21 to 2.02 (3 to 5)
2.43 to 4.05 (6 to 10)
4.45 to 8.09 (11 to
20)
8.5 to 16.9 (21 to 40)
>16.9 (40)

Table 4. Percentage of New
Jersey equine survey farms
spreading or storing manure'

Table 3. Percentage of
New Jersey equine survey
farms implementing various
management practices
Response,

Response, %
Management practice
16.5
24.8
39.8
13.4
5.1
21.4
32.2
18.5
12.6
8.1
3.7
5.2
22.3
29.0
24.9
11.2
7.4

'Frequency (no.) of responses for
type of equine operation was 470, for
number of horses was 459, and for
number of hectares (acres) was 445.

One purpose of this survey was to
gain an understanding of the use of
management practices for promoting
environmental quality and reducing
water quality risks posed by horse
farms (see Table 3). Of all the farms.
83% stored manure 61 m (200 ft) or
more from water or wetlands, only 1%
reported storing manure within 15.2
in of water or a wetlands. and 86%
reported storing manure more than
61 in from a neighbor. The Natural
Resource. Agriculture, and Engineering Service (1999) recommends that
storage facilities be a minimum of
15.2 in from a property hue, 61 in
from a residence, and 30.5 in from
wetlands or other surface waters.
Forty-seven percent indicated they
compost their manure; however, there
was no indication of what compost-

Manure spread on farm
Designated manure
storage area
Composted horse
manure
Off-farm manure disposal
Maintain and use dry lot
areas
Credit manure as a
fertilizer to meet crop
needs
Regular soil tests to
determine crop needs
Drag pastures on a
regular basis to break
up manure piles
Clean stalls daily
Manure storage <50
ft from water or
wetlands
Manure storage >200
ft from water or
wetlands
Manure storage <50 ft
from any neighbors
Manure storage >200 ft
from any neighbors

Manure
Spread
No. of
horses manure, % storage, %
1t2
3 to 5
6 to 10
ii to 20
21 to 40
>40

54
74
47
58
47

55.2
59.2
55.3
50.0
37.8
37.5

65.3
62.9
80.7
87.9
94.4
93.3

'Frequency (no.) of responses for
spreading manure was 442, and for
storing manure was 434.

39
32

70
1.1

soil testi ig \vere print icd b y 17. 39.
and 32W of respondents. respectively.
However. 75% of producers indicated
that they drag- or chain-harrow fields
to break up manure piles. and 70%
indicated the y cleaned stalls daily.

83.2

Modeling

75

1.1
86.4

ing best management practices were
followed. Fort y-two percent of horse
farmers reported disposing of manure
off site. Management practices such
as the use of dry lot areas, spreading
manure according to crop needs. and

A manure storage area that reduces
the risk of manure-contaminated,
waste-polluting streams is a desirable
management practice. In addition,
spreading manure, especially accordbig to crop needs and according to a
nutrient management plan, can reduce
the buildup of nutrients iii the soil
and the potential for surface-water
contamination.
Based on inialuire storage and
spreading survey responses, 2 separate LOGIT models were used that
allowed prediction of the maximum

Table 5. Percentage of New Jersey equine survey farms spreading or
storing manure'
No. of hectares (acres)
0.4 to 0.81 (1 to 2)
1.21 to2.02(3to5)
2.43 to 4.05 (6 to 10)
4.45 to 8.09 (ii to 20)
8.5 to 16.9 (21 to 40)
>16.9 (40)

Spread manure, %

Manure storage, %

52.38
51.02
59.06
58.56
44.00
45.45

75.00
71.43
68.25
73.15
83.33
93.75

'Frequency (no.) of responses for spreading manure was 440, and for storing manure
was 432.
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Table 6. Equine producers spreading or storing manure on farm by type
of operation
Primary function
Breeding
Boarding
Pleasure
Training
Performance

Spread manure, %

Manure storage, %

53.7
47.3
59.6
58.7
55.6

79.4
78.7
68.9
82.2
55.6

'Frequency (no.) of responses for spreading manure was 388, and for storing manure
was 379.

likelihood that a respondent would
either spread manure or have a designated inamire storage area based on
other (lemographic and nianagen ient
iiforination in t lie survey. A LOGIT
model is a. regression inodc.1 that will
result iii predictive probabilities from

zero to one. Manure spreading and
manure storage were chosen because
these are 2 fundamental managenient practices on livestock farms.
The manure storage model predicted
the state of the dependent variable
iii 3.3% of the observations, and the

manure spreading model predicted
the state of the dependent variable in
95.5% of the observations.
Table 1 includes the variables that
made up the LOGIT iiiaxiinuin likelihood estimation models. The frequencv numbers represent those variables
included in the model.
Table 7 shows the correlation between the model variables (indepen(lent) and having designated manure
storage (dependent). Number of
horses was a predictor for the presence of manure storage. Those with 1
to 5 horses were negatively correlated
with iiianure storage, and those with
(ito 10 were positivel y correlated (P
< 0.01). Farms having 2.43 to 4.05
ha for manure spreading were also
positively correlated with having
irianure storage.. Farms with greater

Table 7. Manure storage model: Independent variable effect on the probability that a producer will have a
manure storage area
Variable
Constant**
Those who have 1 to 5 horses**
Those who have 6 to 10 horses**
Those raising horses for pleasure
Those who have 2.43 to 4.05 ha of pasture
Those who have 4.05 to 8.09 ha of pasture
Those who have ^8.09 ha of pasture*
Those who spread manure on 0.4 to 2.02 ha*
Those who spread manure on 2.43 to 4.05 ha*
Those whose horses spend 0 to 4 h/d indoors in stalls
Those whose horses spend 5 to 9 h/d indoors in stalls
Those whose horses spend 10 to 12 h/d stalled indoors
Those who get educational information from Rutgers
Cooperative Extension
Those who get educational information from trade magazines
Those who clean their horse stalls daily**
Those who cover their manure pile**
Those who dispose of manure off site*
Those who use a dry lot area for horses**
Those who credit manure as fertilizer in cropping systems
Those who soil test their fields
Those who drag fields to break up manure piles
Those who are female
Those who have a 2- or 4-yr college degree
Those with a postgraduate degree
Those with income between $50,000 and $100,000
Those with income between $100,000 and $149,000
Those with income above $150,000
*p < 0.05;
< 0.01.

Coefficient

SE

t-ratio

P-value

Change in
probabilities

2.5876
-0.5330
0.5328
0.0000
-0.3294
-0.3706
0.6993
-0.4560
0.4553
-0.2313
0.3839
-0.1533

0.4115
0.2015
0.2016
0.0004
0.2543
0.2557
0.3292
0.2341
0.2341
0.2396
0.3179
0.2674

6.2880
-2.6450
2.6430
-0.0930
-1.2950
-1.4490
2.1240
-1.9480
1.9450
-0.9650
1.2080
-0.5740

0.0000
0.0082
0.0082
0.9260
0.1952
0.1472
0.0336
0.0514
0.0518
0.3343
0.2272
0.5663

-0.08323
0.08320
-0.00001
-0.05145
-0.05788
0.10921
-0.07121
0. 07 111
-0.03612
0.05995
-0.02395

-0.0023
0.0037
0.0010
0.0039
0.0008
0.0012
0.0000
-0.0003
-0.0010
-0.0001
-0.1659
0.1662
-0.1050
0.1046
0.4086

0.2382
0.2381
0.0004
0.0006
0.0004
0.0005
0.0005
0.0007
0.0009
0.0013
0.1860
0.1860
0.2050
0.2050
0.3517

-0.0100
0.0150
2.7660
6.3990
2.2840
2.6710
0.0950
-0.4810
-1.1230
-0.1050
-0.8920
0.8940
-0.5120
0.5100
1.1620

0.9923
0.9877
0.0057
0.0000
0.0224
0.0076
0.9245
0.6303
0.2615
0 .9 164
0.3723
0.3715
0.6084
0.6098
0.2453

-0.00036
0.00057
0.00016
0.00060
0.00013
0.00019
0.00001
-0.00005
-0.00016
-0.00002
-0.02591
0.02596
-0.01640
0.01634
0. 060 17
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Table 8. Manure spreading model: Independent variable effect on the probability that a producer will spread
manure
Variable
Constant
Those who have 1 t 5 horses
Those who have 6 to 10 horses
Those raising horses for pleasure*
Those who have 2.43 to 4.05 ha of
pasture
Those who have 4.05 to 8.09 ha of
pastureThose who have ^8.09 ha of pasture*
Those who spread manure on 0.4 to
2.02 ha
Those who spread manure on 2.43 to
4.05 ha
Those whose horses spend 0 to 4 h/d
indoors in stalls***
Those whose horses spend 5 to 9 h/d
indoors in stalls*
Those whose horses spend 10 to 12
h/d stalled indoors
Those who get educational information
from Rutgers Cooperative
Extension*
Those who get educational information
from trade magazines*
Those who clean their horse stalls
daily*
Those who cover their manure pile
Those who dispose of manure off
site***
Those who use a dry lot area for
horses
Those who credit manure as fertilizer
in cropping systems**
Those who soil test their fields
Those who drag fields to break up
manure piles
Those who are female***
Those who have a 2-or 4-yr college
degree
Those with a postgraduate degree
Those with income between $50,000
and $100,000**
Those with income between $100,000
and $149,000**
Those with income above $150,000
*JJ<

SE

f-ratio

P-value

Change in probabilities

2.1134
0.4047
-0.4078
0.0013
-0.4691

0.5719
0.3242
0.3245
0.0007
0.4360

3.6950
1.2480
-1.2570
1.8830
-1.0760

0.0002
0.2120
0.2088
0.0596
0.2820

0.08493
-0.08559
0.00026
-0.09844

1.3066

0.4945

2.6420

0.0082

0.27421

-0.8370
-0.4069

0.4515
0.4054

-1.8540
-1.0040

0.0637
0.3155

-0.17565
-0.08540

0.4165

0.4057

1.0270

0.3046

0.08742

-1.2729

0.4454

-2.8580

0.0043

-0.26714

0.9659

0.6040

1.5990

0.1098

0.20270

0.3084

0.5046

0.6110

0.5411

0.06472

-0.8191

0.4277

-1.9150

0.0555

-0.17191

0.8195

0.4277

1.9160

0.0553

0.17199

-0.0013

0.0008

-1.7810

0.0749

-0.00028

-0.0015
-0.0015

0.0010
0.0006

-1.5910
-2.5820

0.1116
0.0098

-0.00032
-0.00031

-0.0006

0.0011

-0.5370

0.5915

-0.00012

0.0023

0.0009

2.4410

0.0146

0.00048

-0.0021
-0.0013

0.0018
0.0019

-1.1720
-0.6970

0.2413
0.4856

-0.00043
-0.00028

-0.0051
-0.4155

0.0018
0.3417

-2.8330
-1.2160

0,0046
0.2240

-0.00107
-0.08720

0.4193
-0.7838

0.3419
0.3939

1.2260
-1.9900

0.2201
0.0466

0.08799
-0.16450

0.7841

0.3940

1.9900

0.0466

0.16457

0.6425

0.6965

0.9220

0.3563

0.14180

0.10; **< 0.05; ***< 0.01.

pasture acreage were positively correlated with having manure storage
(P < 0.05). Cleaning daily, covering
manure storage, disposing of manure
off site, and having a dry lot area for
horses were also positively correlated
with the presence of manure stor-

I

Coefficient

age. This storage model predicted the
correct result 364 times for the 437
respondents, for a predictive accuracy
of 83.3% (R 2 = 0.35: P < 0.01).
Table 8 describes the manure
spreading model. Spreading manure
was positively correlated with plea-

sure farms and with having 4.05 to
8.09 ha of pastures. Spreading was
negatively correlated (P < 0.10) with
>8.09 ha of pastures. Farms keeping horses indoors for less than 4
h/d were negatively correlated with

spreading. This indicates that people
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that keep horses turned out for
greater periods of time are less likely
to spread. Keeping horses indoors for
5 to 9 li was positively correlated with
spreading.
Information sources were correlated
at P < 0.10. Receiving information
from Rutgers Cooperative Extension was negativel y correlated with
spreading. Receiving information
from a trade magazine was positively
correlated with spreading. and clail
cleaning was negatively correlated.
as was off-farm disposal. There was
a significant positive relationship
between those who spread and those
who use manure as a fertilizer. This
is a suggested practice for nutrient
management. Female respondents
were less likel y to spreadmanure.
Income was correlated , ith manure
spreading in the model. The spreading
model predicted the correct response
424 times for the 445 respondents, for
a predictive accuracy of 95.5% (R 2 =
0.795: P < 0.01).
The National Aninial Health
Monitoring S y stem (2005) stud y of
equine management practices found
that 32.1% of equine operations allow
manure waste and bedding to accumulate or leave it to nature. Fort y two percent apply it to fields where
animals graze. and 39.27(: apply
it to fields where horses graze. This
study was completed to determine
the demographics and horse manure
management practices of New Jersey
equine farmers. Storage and spreading
models were used to determine the
characteristics of farms that implemerit those practices.
The New Jerse y Equine Industry
Surve y (2007) indicated that there are
7,200 equimie operations in the state.
with an average of 6 horses/farm and
5.26 ha/farm. Sixt y -one percent of
these farms had less than 4.05 ha.
30% had less than 2.43 ha, 32% . had
8.09 to 20.23 ha.. and 7% had more
than 2(.).23 ha. New Jersey, although
increasingly suburban, places a high
value on open spaces. Horses and
other livestock and the land the y occupy are one means of keeping open
space.
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With the LOGIT model, the presence of manure storage was positively
correlated (P < 0.05) with having 6
to 10 horses, with having more than
8.09 ha of pasture, with spreading
nianure On 2.43 to 4.05 ha, cleaning
daily, covering the storage, disposing
off site, and having a dry lot area. It
was negativel y correlated with ha y
-ing1to5hrseandwithspreading
manure on 2.02 ha or less Spreading
manure was positively correlated (P
< (.).05) with having 4.45 to 8.09 ha
of pasture and with crediting manure
for its fertilizer value. It was negativelv correlated with farrris keeping
horses inside <4 h/d and with off-site
disposal. The relationship between
spreading and horse turnout ma y indicate that when horses are turned out,
here is less need for spreadmg. The
relationship with crediting manure for
its fertilizer value may also indicate
that producers are spreading manure
with crop uptake in mind.
Horses in New Jerse y are estimated
to produce approximately 400,000
tolls of waste every year. These results
indicate that although most equine
farms did not pose a direct risk to
water qualit y or to a neighbor. many
do not currently use best management
practices iii managing, spreading, or
storing manure. Fewer than half of
producers make use of dr y lots. use
manure as a fertilizer, or soil test.
regularly. However, most clean their
stalls regularly, and 75% drag fields
regularly to break up manure. The
manure storage model indicated that
farms with 6 to it horses were more
likel y to have a designated storage
area: conversely, the spreading model
indicated that larger fa.rnis did not
necessaril y spread manure. The manure spreading model also indicated
that those who spread manure were
more likel y to credit manure for its
fertilizer value.

IMPLICATIONS
Hiese results. based oil a New
Jersey survey of 172 equine producers,
indicate that although most equine
farms did not pose a direct, risk to

water quality or to a neighbor. most
do not currentiv use best management
practices iii managing. spreading, or
storing manure. Because most equine
farmers did not store manure near
streams or other water bodies and
because tile majorit y (74%) of respondents indicated the y have a manure
storage area, there ma y he less risk of
manure waste reaching surface waters.
Although farms that spread manure
are more likely to credit manure in
fertilization programs. the y are less
likely to soil test or drag their fields.
The amount of grazing or turnout
time also affected manure spreading
rates ill this stud y . Outreach programs should be targeted to increasing the adoption of niamire-related
best management, practices especially
those related to manure spreading and
the management of grazing horses.
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